A Guide to Good and Bad Points in the Clumber Spaniel explained by Rae Furness and drawn by Roz Oldfield (1991)

A really bad specimen, too short in neck with upright shoulder, too short in body, incorrect tail set, short of bone.

Another really bad specimen, totally unbalanced.

My ideal Clumber Spaniel

Untypical head, too snippy and short of stop (bad).

Typical head, showing the desired amount of frown (good). The right shape and set of ears.

Apple headed, low set ears, falls away in front of the eyes, too long in foreface and short of lip.
Very good front, nice straight legs, with good bone, plenty of heart room, nice padded feet (good).

Crooked front, loaded in shoulder (bad).

Queen Anne Front! Out at elbow and crooked front legs.

Too narrow in front, not enough heart room.
Hock too straight and too long (bad).

Hock too long and standing over (bad).

Walking on heel. Sickle hock (bad).

A correctly developed hind leg.

Upright shoulder with no fore chest, too small in feet.

Correct shoulder placement.
Good behind with nice width (good).

Cow hocked (bad).

Bowed hocks (bad).

Incorrect set and carriage of tail.

Bone not extending down to feet. Feet too long and not round and well packed.